The Ohio School Report Card is one of many reports that Olentangy Schools reviews to assess the success of the district. While an overall district letter grade provides a simple way to share results and compare Ohio's 611 school districts to each other, the six components that are assessed to determine the grade are complex. This year, Olentangy School's earned an overall A (one of only 31 districts). While the grade is a point of pride, it does not reflect change in the district's approach to academics.

View the 2018-19 Ohio School Report Card for Olentangy Schools.

What Do Ohio School Report Cards Measure?

Districts and schools report information for the Ohio School Report Cards on specific measures within six broader components. The components are Achievement, Progress, Gap Closing, Improving At-Risk K-3 Readers, Graduation Rate and Prepared for Success. Districts and schools earn letter grades on each of the six components, most of the individual measures and an overall summative rating. This helps give Ohio parents and schools a snapshot of the quality of education they are providing to students.

District Overview

Achievement
The Achievement component of the report card represents the number of students who passed the state tests and how well they performed on them. It also includes an indicator that measures the percentage of students who miss too much school.

Progress
The Progress component looks closely at the growth that all students are making based on their past performances.

Gap Closing
The Gap Closing component shows how well districts and schools are meeting the performance expectations for all students, especially our most vulnerable populations of students, in English language arts, math and graduation, and how they are doing in teaching English learners to become proficient in English.

Graduation Rate
The Graduation Rate component looks at the percentage of students who are successfully finishing high school with a diploma in four or five years.

Improving At-Risk K-3 Readers
The Improving At-Risk K-3 Readers component looks at how successful districts and schools are at getting struggling readers on track to proficiency in third grade and beyond. Third Grade Reading Guarantee Promotion rate information also is found here.

Prepared for Success
The Prepared for Success component looks at how well prepared Ohio's students are for all future opportunities, whether training in a technical field or preparing for work or college.